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Hello! I’m an RPA bot!

Robotic Process Automation 

makes it easy to build, 

deploy, and manage software 

robots that emulate human 

actions interacting with digital 

systems and software.
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We do things like moving 

data from one file to 

another, changing file 

types, sorting forms, and 

gathering information... 

...and we do it faster and 

more accurately than 

humans can, no coffee 

breaks required.

Think of RPA bots like 

virtual assistants that take 

on the mundane, repetitive 

tasks your team finds tedious 

and low-value.
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By relegating those tasks to 

RPA, your human workers can 

focus on the high-value, 

complex, and engaging work 

that truly drives progress. 

There are two basi c

types of RPA :

attended and 

unattended .

is ready to jump into 

action whenever called upon.



When triggered by a human, 

RPA bots carry out specific 

front-end activities quickly 

and accurately. 
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SECURITY AREA

...and compliance. 

Attended RPA increases

producti vi ty . . .  



n

i s  more  of a “set i t  and

forget i t ” si tuati on .

These  bots work

i ndependently on

the backend ,

accordi ng to  a

set schedule . . .

. . . whi ch  reduces

costly errors . . .

and increases productivity 

by completing tasks 

during off hours. 
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Here’s how we bots can power up your business - and your humans.

1.

2.

3.

4.

The task must be rules-based; it can’t 

require a unique, customized response.

The task must have a trigger, like a 

schedule or action, and not run constantly.

There must also be a set of inputs and 

outputs. 

The task must be voluminous enough to 

justify investing in an RPA system.
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We may not have feelings, but 

your people sure do! Here’s 

what’s in it for them. 

Removing tedious side tasks from their workday means they 

can focus on the central role they excel at and want to do, 

leading to more production and higher-value work. 

And that adds up to happier 

humans.
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Curious about RPA's impact in 

healthcare and insurance settings?

THE END

Want to find out how AI and ML act 

as a force multiplier for bot tech?

Find out here! 

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/60c924f1b871a7316a4a5bb3/6244b5fefd1fdb6c45b9ab61_Launch_RPA_WhitePaper.pdf



